The IGHV1-69/51p1 allele is expressed by ϳ 30% of unmutated chronic lymphocytic leukemia (U-CLL). [1] [2] [3] In these cases, IGHV1-69 rearranges to a restricted number of IGHD and IGHJ, generating conserved sequences in the third complementaritydetermining regions (HCDR3). Using a 60% amino-acid (AA) homology cut-off, ϳ 50% of cases can be assigned to stereotypic subsets suggestive of shared antigen recognition. 2 The B cell of origin of CLL has long been sought and these conserved sequences provide tools for probing the normal adult expressed repertoire. We previously revealed a significant proportion (ϳ 33%) of stereotypes involving IGHV1-69/IGHJ6 rearrangements among normal circulating naive B cells, several (ϳ 20%) being similar to those of U-CLL. 4 However, these incorporate the long IGHJ6, which accounts for a large proportion of the similarity. 2, 5, 6 A more restricted HCDR3 is found in the CLL subset 6, 2 where IGHV1-69, combined with IGHD3-16 in reading-frame 2 (RF2) with the shorter IGHJ3, generates almost identical sequences between cases. This is highly suggestive of shared antigen recognition, 2,7 especially as there is unusual conservation of the nontemplated N-regions, generating the characteristic CAR(GGx)YD N1 and SYR(xND)AFDI N2 junctional motifs. [7] [8] [9] Frequent combination with the same IGKV3-20/A27 adds strength to this conclusion. 7 Here we have probed IGHV1-69/IGHJ3 rearrangements in the circulating B cells of healthy donors, specifically seeking counterparts of subset 6.
Introduction
The IGHV1-69/51p1 allele is expressed by ϳ 30% of unmutated chronic lymphocytic leukemia (U-CLL). [1] [2] [3] In these cases, IGHV1-69 rearranges to a restricted number of IGHD and IGHJ, generating conserved sequences in the third complementaritydetermining regions (HCDR3). Using a 60% amino-acid (AA) homology cut-off, ϳ 50% of cases can be assigned to stereotypic subsets suggestive of shared antigen recognition. 2 The B cell of origin of CLL has long been sought and these conserved sequences provide tools for probing the normal adult expressed repertoire. We previously revealed a significant proportion (ϳ 33%) of stereotypes involving IGHV1-69/IGHJ6 rearrangements among normal circulating naive B cells, several (ϳ 20%) being similar to those of U-CLL. 4 However, these incorporate the long IGHJ6, which accounts for a large proportion of the similarity. 2, 5, 6 A more restricted HCDR3 is found in the CLL subset 6, 2 where IGHV1-69, combined with IGHD3-16 in reading-frame 2 (RF2) with the shorter IGHJ3, generates almost identical sequences between cases. This is highly suggestive of shared antigen recognition, 2,7 especially as there is unusual conservation of the nontemplated N-regions, generating the characteristic CAR(GGx)YD N1 and SYR(xND)AFDI N2 junctional motifs. [7] [8] [9] Frequent combination with the same IGKV3-20/A27 adds strength to this conclusion. 7 Here we have probed IGHV1-69/IGHJ3 rearrangements in the circulating B cells of healthy donors, specifically seeking counterparts of subset 6.
Methods
Amplification of IGHV1-69/51p1-related rearrangements from healthy donors IGHV1-69/51p1-related rearrangements were amplified, cloned and sequenced from peripheral blood lymphocyte cDNA of 3 healthy individuals, 4,10 in 2 centers. First, the forward IGHV1-69/HCDR2 primer 4 was used with C 100 or IGHJ3 primers (prJ3, prDJ3, prNDJ3) with different levels of extension into the CLL-specific N2-region (supplemental Table 1 , available on the Blood Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). The IGHJ3 primers were designed to provide a hierarchy from no (prJ3) to high specificity (prNDJ3) for subset 6-related N2-region containing the asparagine-aspartic acid (ND) motif. 7, 8 Second, a semi-nested PCR/cloning approach was used to detect subset 6 sequences in donors. This included a first PCR with forward IGHV1-69/HCDR2 primer and IGHJ3 reverse primers prDJ3 or prNDJ3 followed by a second round with the reverse prs6D3-16 primer specific for subset 6 (supplemental Figure 1) . This approach increased the sensitivity of detection of subset 6-related rearrangements to Ͻ 1 in 10 7 B cells (supplemental Figure 2) . The online version of this article contains a data supplement.
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used for comparative sequence analysis. First, we compared the 77 CLL derived rearrangements using IGHJ3 (supplemental Table 2 ), with those from the healthy donors. All sequences were aligned to the ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) directory and analyzed for IGHV1-69 mutational status, IGHD, IGHJ, HCDR3 junctional characteristics, and stereotypes. 2, 3, 6, 11 Identical IGHD-J usage and IGHD reading-frame (RF), ClustalW2 score Ͼ 60, AA identity Ͼ 60% and Ͻ 3 AA difference in length were required, exactly as published. [2] [3] [4] 12 Numbering of subsets was updated according to previous criteria. 2, 4 Second, 65 CLL subset 6 sequences (see supplemental Table 2 and publications) 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] were compared with those obtained from the sensitive semi-nested PCR/cloning procedures used to extract subset 6 sequences from healthy individuals.
The study was approved by IRBs at the Universities of Southampton (228/02/t) and Siena (AIRC IG-5298, ITT-2008) . Patients and donors provided informed consent before inclusion in the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Results and discussion
IGHV1-69 recombinations in immunoglobin M (IgM)-positive normal blood B cells involve a range of IGHJ genes with IGHJ3 accounting for ϳ 20%, 10 and this was confirmed as 16.8% (23/137) in the present study (supplemental Table 3 ). The frequency in the current CLL database was 11.8% (77/653; supplemental Table 4) , as found previously. 2,4,10 From normal B cells, we obtained 23 IGHV1-69/IGHJ3 sequences using the IGHV1-69 and C100 primer pair. To increase the number of sequences expressing IGHJ3, we took advantage of our previous observation that B cells expressing IGHV1-69, detectable with the G6 monoclonal antibody, were within the naive IgM-positive circulating population. 4 We therefore moved to a IGHJ3-specific primer, confident that amplimers were derived from these B cells. This allowed collection of 165 IGHV1-69/IGHJ3 rearrangements (supplemental Table 5 ) for comparison with the 77 from CLL.
Almost all normal B cell sequences were unmutated (163/165, 98.8%) as were most from CLL (65/77, 84.4%). Cases assigned to subset 15 (CLL only) or to no subset (either normal or CLL) were the exceptions. 2 However a striking difference in IGHD usage was evident, with normal B cells expressing a wide range, but CLL cells predominantly (40/77, 51.95%) expressing IGHD3-16 ( Figure 1A ). Stereotypic sequences defined by pre-established criteria, including 60% homology, [2] [3] [4] 12 were evident in normal B cells (62/165, 37.6%) and, as expected from IGHD-gene usage, were wideranging ( Figure 1B) . In contrast, CLL stereotypes reflected the preferential usage of IGHD3-16(RF2), with 38/77, 49.4% (76% of total stereotypes; Figure 1B ) in subset 6, and 12/77 assigned to other subsets. Strikingly, none of the stereotypic sequences from normal B cells clustered with any CLL subsets ( Figure 1B) . Among the few normal cells using IGHD3-16 (7/165, 4.24%), RF2 was detected in 5 (71.4%), but none of the sequence patterns fulfilled the strict pre-established criteria for assignment to subset 6. 2-4,12 BLOOD, 1 MARCH 2012 ⅐ VOLUME 119, NUMBER 9 For personal use only. on April 5, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From To probe more specifically among normal B cells for the characteristic conserved HCDR3 sequence of subset 6, a primer was designed to move further into the IGHD3-16/N2/IGHJ3 junction (supplemental Table 1 and supplemental Figure 1) . A single-step PCR (Ͼ 10 Ϫ5 sensitivity) yielded no products, but semi-nested PCR with pr(N)DJ3 and prs6D3-16 primers (Ͼ 10 Ϫ7 sensitivity) generated amplimers. We identified 37 sequences with unique HCDR3s together with multiple repetitive sequences, possibly reflecting limited available template (Figure 2 and supplemental Table 6 ). Among the wide range of HCDR3 sequences in normal B cells (Figure 2 ), the subset 6 defining motif CAR(GGx)YD (codons 107-111 counting from first G), 7, 8 characteristic of CLL sequences, where X varies (Figure 2) , was not found. In contrast to the 3 AA (GGx) of the N1 junctional region, normal B cells displayed variable lengths ranging from 3-12 AA (Figure 2) . Variability was because of single AA deletions/insertions and/or insertion of IGHD2-2 (sequences 3448-50) or another unknown segment (sequences 3140-1) upstream of IGHD3-16.
Further probing revealed several sequences involving IGHD3-16/IGHJ3 which, however, did not meet the strict subset 6-specific criteria of identity to the CAR(GGx)YD motif. The closest sequences were CAS(QG_)YD (Clone 3506), CAS(QGx)YD (3481) CAS(QGx)YD (3479) and CAS(VGx)YD (3431-34) that all have 2-3 AA in N1, including at least 1 G residue and variable X, as for CLL subset 6 (Figure 2 ). This analysis of IGHV1-69/IGHJ3 recombinants in the normal naive B-cell repertoire reveals heterogeneity of HCDR3 sequences, as expected in innate B cells programmed to recognize a wide range of common pathogens. Similar heterogeneity was observed in the IGHV1-69/IGHJ6 recombinants. 4 However, the range of these unmutated sequences appears relatively limited, possibly reflecting the low affinity and consequent cross-reactivity of antigen binding. 21 This limitation leads to stereotypes, subsequently reflected in transformed B cells of CLL. The unusually restricted HCDR3 of IGHV1-69/IGHD3-16(RF2)/IGHJ3 (subset 6) represents one end of the spectrum. The fact that we found similar, albeit not identical, sequences again indicates the limited range of the repertoire. The reason for some expansion of this subset in CLL is likely to involve antigen drive, but one possibility is that the sequences have to interact both with the initiating pathogen and with an autoantigen. The nonmuscle myosin heavy chain IIA antigen exposed on apoptotic bodies is recognized by CLL subset 6 immunoglobulins, 8 and may promote expansion and survival of CLL cells. Similar cross-reactivity has been proposed for other CLL derived immunoglobulins, 22 and has potential implications for driving proliferation in vivo and therefore clinical outcome. For personal use only. on April 5, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From BLOOD, 1 MARCH 2012 ⅐ VOLUME 119, NUMBER 9 For personal use only. on April 5, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From
